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The proposed teaching and assessment methodology that appear in the guide may be subject to changes as a
result of the restrictions to face-to-face class attendance imposed by the health authorities.

Prerequisites

At the beginning of this course, students must be able to:

- Understand fairly complex written texts about personal and general topics in familiar subject areas.
(MCRE-FTI B1.2.)

- Write about everyday topics. (MCRE-FTI A2.2.)

- Understand clearly pronounced Italian on everyday topics. (MCRE-FTI A2.2.)

- Express themselves in spoken Italian on everyday topics using simple constructions. (MCRE-FTI A2.1.)

Objectives and Contextualisation

The aim of this subject is to begin to develop the communicative competences students need in their C
language (Italian) to prepare them to translate a range of non-specialised texts from standard Italian.

All course credits correspond to language skills.

On successfully completing this subject, students will be able to:

- Understand different types of written texts about general topics in familiar subject areas. (MCRE-FTI B2.1.)

- Write about personal and general topics in familiar subject areas. (MCRE-FTI B1.1.)

- Understand clearly pronounced Italian about personal and general topics in familiar subject areas.
(MCRE-FTI B1.1.)

- Express themselves in spoken Italian on everyday topics. (MCRE-FTI A2.2.)

Competences

Producing oral texts in a foreign language in order to interpret.

Producing written texts in a foreign language in order to translate.
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Producing written texts in a foreign language in order to translate.
Producing written texts in language A in order to translate.
Understanding oral texts in a foreign language in order to interpret.
Understanding written texts in a foreign language in order to translate.
Working effectively in teams.

Learning Outcomes

Applying lexical, morphosyntactic, textual, rhetorical and linguistic variation related knowledge: Applying
graphic, lexical, morphosyntactic and textual related knowledge.
Applying lexical, morphosyntactic, textual, rhetorical and linguistic variation related knowledge: Applying
phonological, lexical, morphosyntactic and textual related knowledge.
Comprehending the communicative purpose and sense of verbal texts of several fields: Comprehending
the sense of clear and simple oral texts about general topics.
Comprehending the communicative purpose and sense of written texts of several fields:
Comprehending the communicative purpose and sense of written texts of a certain complexity about
personal and general topics of well-known areas.
Implementing strategies in order to produce verbal texts from different fields and with specific
communicative purposes: Implementing strategies in order to produce simple verbal texts about general
topics.
Implementing strategies in order to produce written texts of different fields and with specific
communicative purposes: Implementing strategies in order to produce written texts about general
topics.
Implementing strategies in order to understand verbal texts from different fields: Implementing
strategies in order to understand simple and clear verbal texts about general topics.
Implementing strategies in order to understand written texts from different fields: Implementing
strategies in order to comprehend verbal texts of a certain complexity about personal and general topics
of well-known areas.
Producing verbal texts that are appropriate to their context and possess linguistic correctness:
Producing simple verbal texts about general topics.
Producing written texts that are appropriate to their context and possess linguistic correctness:
Producing written texts about general topics that are appropriate to their context.
Working effectively in teams: Working effectively in teams.

Content

- Morphological and syntactic content: conditional mode, subjunctive mode, relative and interrogative
adjectives and pronouns, formation of the feminine, prepositions, degrees of comparison of the adjective. The
lecturer may, at any time, add to this list or opt to examine any aspect of it in greater depth, as long as doing so
does not entail dealing with the content involved very extensively.

- Lexical fields: inventory and acquisition of vocabulary commonly used in certain specific fields.

- Reading, analysis and reformulation of texts written in disseminative, informative or persuasive style and in
standard language of medium difficulty.

- Work on the passive oral competence through conversational or formal audiovisual texts in standard
language of medium difficulty.

- Work on the active oral competence in standard language through conversations and presentations with a
low-medium degree of correctness and fluency.

Methodology

To achieve the established objectives, this subject involves both lectures and practical classes.

All activity deadlines are indicated in the subject's schedule and must be strictly adhered to.
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The work students carry out mainly consists of:

- Attending lectures.

- Individual/group presentations in class.

- Debates and discussions in class.

- Watching documentaries and other audiovisual material.

- Documentation searches.

- Reading assignments.

- Written assignments.

- Assignments to be performed outside class.

- Exercises to be performed in class.

- Problem-solving.

- Performing tasks.

- Cooperative learning.

- Practical demonstrations.

- A series of exams.

The phrase "in class" in the previous enumeration may not imply face-to-face classes if due to supervening
circumstances the teaching must be virtual. Classes may take place, in such a case, by videoconference or in
other modalities.

Learning activities are organised into three categories based on the degree of student autonomy involved:

- Directed activities: carried out according to a set timetable and in the presence of a lecturer.

- Supervised activities: carried out under the supervision of a lecturer or tutor.

- Autonomous activities: carried out by students without supervision, requiring them to organise their own time
and work (either in groups or individually).

Annotation: Within the schedule set by the centre or degree programme, 15 minutes of one class will be
reserved for students to evaluate their lecturers and their courses or modules through questionnaires.

Activities

Title Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

Type: Directed

Carrying out oral comprehension (listening) activities 7 0.28 2, 7, 3, 11

Carrying out reading comprehension activities 25 1 1, 8, 4, 11

Lectures 7 0.28 2, 1, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 10, 9

Performing exercises 13.1 0.52 2, 1, 11
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Performing oral production activities 7 0.28 2, 5, 9, 11

Performing written production activities 12 0.48 6, 10, 11

Type: Supervised

Supervision and review of exercises 12 0.48 2, 1, 11

Supervision and review of oral and written activities 18.15 0.73 2, 1, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 10, 9,
11

Type: Autonomous

Assimilation, study and practice of conceptual and procedural content 17.5 0.7 2, 1

Carrying out oral comprehension (listening) activities (individually or in
groups)

7 0.28 2, 7, 3, 11

Carrying out reading comprehension activities (individually or in groups) 35 1.4 1, 8, 4, 11

Performing exercises (individually or in groups) 21 0.84 2, 1, 11

Performing oral production activities (individually or in groups) 7 0.28 2, 5, 9, 11

Performing written production activities (individually or in groups) 25 1 1, 6, 10, 11

Assessment

Assessment is continuous. Students must provide evidence of their progress by completing tasks and/or tests.
Task deadlines and/or test dates will be indicated in the course schedule on the first day of class.

There will be between four and eight tests/tasks and none will be worth 40% or more of the final mark. They
may consist of: summaries or reformulations of written and oral texts, comprehension questionnaires on written
and oral texts, grammar and lexicon tests, dissertations / projects, oral presentations, student-teacher
conversations, student conversations in groups, etc.

Most of the tests/tasks will be done in class hours, in class, individually. There will be few or none to be done at
home or in groups. However, these criteria may be modified in the event that, due to supervening
circumstances, the teaching will go from being face-to-face teaching to virtual teaching.

Any test or task a student misses, albeit with a valid reason, may only be compensated for at the end of the
semester. There will be no tests/tasks other than those scheduled on the first day of class.

Test/task review: corrected in writing and marked out of 10, tests/tasks will be returned to the students and
discussed collectively in class. They will subsequently be returned to the lecturer, who will keep them in their
office for a year. Throughout the semester, the lecturer will be available to students in their office hours for any
individual explanation required.

Related matters

All information on assessment, assessment activities and their weighting is merely a guide. The subject's
lecturer will provide full information when teaching begins.

Review

When publishing final marks prior to recording them on students' transcripts, the lecturer will provide written
notification of a date and time for reviewing assessmentactivities. Students must arrange reviews in agreement
with the lecturer.

Missed/failed assessmentactivities
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Students may retake assessment activities they have failed or compensate for anythey have missed,provided
that those they have actually performed account for a minimum of 66.6% (two thirds) of the subject's final mark
and that they have a weighted average mark of at least 3.5. Under no circumstances may an assessment
activity worth 100% of the final mark be retaken or compensated for.

The lecturer will inform students of the procedure involved, in writing, when publishing final marks prior to
recording them on transcripts. The lecturer may set one assignment per failed or missed assessment activity or
a single assignment to cover a number of such activities.

Classification as "not assessable"

In the event of the assessment activities a student has performed accounting for just 25% or less of the
subject's final mark, their work will be classified as "not assessable" on their transcript.

Misconduct in assessment activities

Students who engage in misconduct (plagiarism, copying, personation, etc.) in an assessment activity will
receive a mark of "0" for the activity in question. In the case of misconduct in more than one assessment
activity, the students involved will be given a final mark of "0" for the subject.

Students may not retake assessment activities in which they are found to have engaged in misconduct.
Plagiarism is considered to mean presenting all or part of an author's work, whether published in print or in
digital format, as one's own, i.e. without citing it. Copying is considered to mean reproducing all or a substantial
part of another student's work. In cases of copying in which it is impossible to determine which of two students
has copied the work of the other, both will be penalised.

Assessment Activities

Title Weighting Hours ECTS
Learning
Outcomes

Activities related to morphosyntactic and lexical knowledge (includes
reading comprehension)

40% 4.5 0.18 2, 1, 8, 4

Oral comprehension (listening) activities 15% 1.68 0.07 2, 7, 3

Reading comprehension and writing activities 35% 3.95 0.16 1, 8, 6, 4,
10

Speaking activities 10% 1.12 0.04 2, 5, 9, 11
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Software

No specific software will be used.
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